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NEW QUESTION: 1
What statement correctly describes the difference between a managed Layer 2 domain and an
undamaged
Layer 2 domain?
A. A managed L2 domain has one or more zones and each zone can have multiple subnets,
each with its
own IP address pool, while an unmanaged L2 domain does not have zones or subnets.
B. Managed L2 domains can have overlapping IP address pools, while unmanaged L2 domains
are not
allowed to have overlapping IP address pools.
C. In a managed L2 domain, Nuage VCS manages security policies, while in an unmanaged
domain,
Nuage VCS cannot manage the security policies.
D. In a managed L2 domain, Nuage VCS performs DHCP and ARP proxy functions, while in an
unmanaged domain VCS has no visibility of IP addresses.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
In the big data intelligent security analysis platform, it is necessary to collect data from the data
source, and then complete a series of actions such as data processing, detection and analysis.
Which of the following options does not belong to the data processing part that needs to be
completed?
A. Distributed Index
B. Data preprocessing
C. Threat assessment
D. Distributed storage
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements are about Oracle SOA suit 11g BPEL component when using the entity?
(Choose 2)
A. Data operations such as loading and saving are performed automatically by the data
provider service with out asking to code any service in vocation
B. Data in variables is in service data object form. (SDO)
C. Data in variable is in document object (DOM) form.

D. Data operation such as explicitly loading and saving data are performed by the data base
adapter in Oracle BPEL process manager
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
A. Data operations such as loading and saving are performed automatically by the data
provider
service with out asking to code any service in vocation
C. Data in variables is in service data object form. (SDO)
Data operations such as loading and saving data are performed automatically by the data
provider
service (the Oracle ADF Business Component application), without asking you to code any
service
invocation.
Data in variables is in SDO form, which provides for a simpler conversion process than DOM,
especially when the data provider service understands SDO forms.
Reference (http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E14571_01/integration.1111/e10224/
bp_manipdoc.htm)

NEW QUESTION: 4
システムデータベースの内容とファイルリポジトリサーバーの内容を比較します。
どのツールを使用していますか？
A. 情報デザインツール
B. SAP BusinessObjectsダッシュボード
C. リポジトリ診断ツール
D. SAP BusinessObjects Explorer
Answer: C
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